Hero Flying Insects Killer
Enjoy deep relaxing sleeping. A real hero, it's powerful with
insects and safe with humans; suitable for all kinds of spaces to
keep them insect-free for everybody's comfort.

Product Features:
Design




With metal grids on both sides, Hero insect killer is equipped with
plastic accessories, a switch button, two fluorescent bulbs and a drawer
to collect insects.
Coming in two different models with 30 cm or 60 cm of width and with
the ability to set it on the floor or suspend it from the ceiling, Hero can
fit in all kinds of spaces.

Efficiency







Because of Hero's two-sided metal grid, the internal high voltage bulbs
can attract insects from all directions.
Bulbs used aren't the regular fluorescent bulbs, but rather they emit
light with a special wave length that has strong impact on attracting
insects.
Hero has an automatic detonating system with high voltage; killing
insects instantly.
The external metal grid is electrostatic painted to prevent corrosion
and resist environmental conditions.
Plastic parts are made of reinforced plastic to stand outdoor use and
not get easily damaged.

Utilities




Suitable for outdoor and indoor use, you can install Hero in your
terrace, garden, shop, hotel lobby, restaurant, hospital, or theater and
keep everybody comfortable.
Restaurants and cafes can keep customers in, with no insects flying
disrupting their moments or jeopardizing the healthiness of their food.




At home, or at play areas, Hero insect killer keeps kids safe from insects
and their endless infections and painful bites.
At hospitals and clinics, don't jeopardize patients' health and the
overall image with insects flying around and use Hero to solve that
problem!

Safety




The wave length of emitted light is strong on insects without having
any negative effect on human health.
No harmful emissions come as a result of using Hero neither to humans
nor to the environment.
The external metal grids keep hands perfectly safe from touching the
internal shocking grids.

Maintenance:
 Equipped with a drawer for collecting insects, Hero is easy to clean and
maintain.
 With a warranty of 12 months, Hero insect killer comes with a
complete installation and maintenance manual, and spare parts are
always available at Nova.

Product Specifications:
External Grid: Electrostatic Painted Steel
Internal Grid: Galvanized steel
Accessories: Shock Resistant Plastic
Number of Fluorescent Bulbs: 2
Body & Bulb Dimensions: 30 cm (Hero 30) and 60 cm (Hero 60)
Power: 25 watt / 220 volt (Hero 30) – 45 watt / 220 volt (Hero 60)
Shock Voltage: 3000 volt
Warranty: 12 Months
Spare Parts: Always Available

Perfectly Safe

Easy to Operate

Indoor/Outdoor
Compatible

Highly Efficient

* As we continuously develop our products, the company has the right to change product
specifications whenever needed.

